
Your son has spent the past nine months gaining
knowledge that will help him get through school.

What he can learn at TrailRidge this summer will
help him get through life.
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Another summer coming up. And for most boys, it's three months of hot
weather, hangin' around and plain old ho hum. Hardly the stuff that growing up is
made of. You see, during the academic school yeff, chances are he learned a good
deal about a lot of important subjects. At TrailRidge, we concentrate on just one,
but it's the most important one of all.

Himself.

Here in the North Carolina mountains, your son's classroom will be as big as

all outdoors. He'lIbe rubbing shoulders and shaking hands with boys from fifteen
states and several foreign countries as well. The experiences he'llgain will build
self confidence, character and a greater appreciation of the world of nature. We
know, because during the past seasons we've been privileged to watch the effect
TrailRidge has had on others. All this within a caring, safe, professionally
managed setting.

We know because parents have told us what a summer at TrailRidge has
meant to their sons. You see, our charter is based upon a commitrnent to camping
excellence as solid as the mountain we live on. We're short on catchy slogans and
flashy, four color promotional pieces but long on those leaming and growing
experiences that are grounded in the best principles and philosophies of camping.

TrailRidge is the kind of place where a boy begins to understand that his
mission is to grow up to become a man--in the fullest and best sense of the word.
Your primary role as parents is to make sure that takes place. Our pledge is to lend
a strong, sure helping hand along the way. And the two minutes you spend reading
our brochure may well be the best investment you'll ever make in your son's
present and future life. When you've finished, call us at704-688-3879. There is
still time to enroll him for a summer of fellowship, fun and adventure that he'll
treasure forever. We're genuinely looking forward to hearing from you...today!
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